
Benhaida Factory Price Multipurpose Baking Pastry BBQ
Silicon Brush Wholesale

Features

   Made of FDA silicone with a steel core inside and BPA free - there is nothing to break
so the bristle head can't fall off.Stiffness for the handle is provided by a rod molded
inside the handle.
    ONE piece of silicone design - NO crevices where oil or egg white or barbecue sauce
or whatever can seep in & be trapped to breed germs. Makes it VERY easy to clean.
    It has 4 rows of 13 bristles each for a total of 52 bristles.So it will soak up & hold a lot
more of whatever you're brushing or basting onto your food.
    Heat-resistant and easy on non-stick pans - you can do whatever you want, secure
that it won't hurt the pan,no matter what you do.
    Non-staining and won't pick up food particles(unlike some wooden utensils).

Specification
Product:Benhaida Factory Price Multipurpose Baking Pastry BBQ Silicon Brush Wholesale
Material:Silicone
Item No.:BHD147
Size:8*1.1 inches
Weight:50g
MOQ:100pcs
Brand:Benhaida
Color:Customized
Place of Origin:Shenzhen, China
Payment terms:PayPal,Escrow,Trade Assurance,L/C,T/T,Western Union
Packing :DefaultOpp bag
Delivery:Shipped in 5 working days after payment









Package & Transport
Sample :Available
Sample time :1-7 days
Package:
1)Inner:1 pc with Opp bag
2)Ourter:In carton
3)Packing can be customized
Transport:
1)By express.Such as DHL,UPS,FEDEX,and etc.
2)By sea. Named shipping agent is accpeted
3)By air
Lead time :5-20 days after order comfirmed (Based on qty)



About Us



We are original maufacturer of 100% food grade silicone&plastic products (FDA and LFGB
approved,BPA free) for over 6 years.We are Alibaba gold supplier with Trade Assurance.
√Custom logos or labels on the product
√UPC Barcodes
√Shipping labels
√SKU label
√Send goods directly to Amazon warehouse
√Transport by Air , by Sea,door to door
√Help pre-paid tax and duties
Houseware & kitchenware are our major business direction. Manufacturing and disrtibuion of
products in our own factory .Here,you will find the good silicone products with factory



price.
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